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Throughout the world, plans for repositories face difficulties. The search for sites has
found difficulties in France, Sweden, Switzerland and most recently in the UK. This is
despite massive public relations exercises and, in the case of the UK and Switzerland,
broad-based local support for the project.

Tom Cur-tin will present a view on the lessons to be learnt from the Nirex project and give
some pointers on the sociology and politics involved in the disposal of radioactive waste.

This paper will review the sociology and politics of radioactive waste disposal.

Lessons Learnt:

• It is not just a scientific process: The fundamental lesson learrit from the Nirex
experience so far is that the process is not merely scientific.

• The project has to succeed politically: To concentrate on the technical aspects of
siting without considering the political aspect equates to building castles in the air.

• Any form of imposition leads to rejection: The prevailing feeling among some
politicians was that the project was unfairly imposed.

• One player cannot support the whole edifice: One company cannot carry on its
shoulder the entire weight of the project.

• Third parties must support the project: Another fundamental criterion of the
political process is the active involvement of third parties.

Summary:

The developer cannot do all the work alone - a number of players are needed. Total
control - for example, a timetable - is not possible as local communities must have power.
Openness and transparency at all stages are essential and finally, and most importantly,
politics comes before science, emotion before rational thought. Finally, delays are a part
of long-lived projects. The objective is to manage them, not to be defeated by them.
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